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Distributed Performance Evaluation of a Controlled IC Fab

Chung-Hsien Kuo and Han-Pang Huang

Abstract—Integrated circuit (IC) foundry fabs are difficult to model due
to the increasing product mixes and flexible routes. An imprecise fab model
cannot be used to evaluate fab performance or estimate product cycle time.
The distributed colored timed Petri net (DCTPN) is a type of high-level
Petri net with embedded entity attribute, time, communication, and remote
object invocation properties that contribute to realistic descriptions, dis-
tributed modeling, and manufacturing execution system integration. Fur-
thermore, the resource-oriented DCTPN modeling extends product mix
and flexible route modeling capabilities. The DCTPN conflict resolution
and token competition rules are used to construct the dispatching system
for a controlled IC fab. A simplified 200 mm IC fab with six functional areas
is discussed and demonstrated based on different control policies.

Index Terms—Dispatching system, distributed colored timed Petri net
(DCTPN), integrated circuit (IC) foundry fab, manufacturing execution
system (MES), performance evaluation, semiconductor manufacturing.

I. INTRODUCTION

An integrated circuit (IC) foundry fab is one of the most important
manufacturing systems in current industries. The increasing product
mixes and flexible routes make IC foundry fabs complex. A fab
may have more than hundreds of tools and tool groups. It may be
hierarchically configured in terms of the plant, areas, tool groups,
and tools. In a fab, tools are grouped into six functional areas: photo
(PHOTO); sputter (SPUT); chemical vapor deposition (CVD); implan-
tation (IMP); etching (ETCH); and diffusion (DIF) areas. To increase
production efficiency, different types of products must use the same
tool. Hence, the fab production can be characterized as concurrent
operations, resource sharing, mutual exclusion, conflict, decision
making, product mixes, parallel operations, and sequential operations.
In general, queuing theory, neural networks, finite-state machine, and
Petri nets (PNs) [1], [2], [5], [6], [8]–[14], [16], [18]–[21] have been
used to model and analyze fab manufacturing systems. Since PNs
are powerful for modeling manufacturing systems with concurrent
and asynchronous properties [5], [18], it was selected in this study to
model the production behaviors of an IC foundry fab.

To model products with various model mixes, the product and tool
attributes must be considered. Typically, the standard PN is not suitable
for modeling a system with high product mixes. This study, therefore,
used a distributed colored timed Petri net (DCTPN) [11] to model a
complex IC fab. Based on DCTPN, the entity attribute, time, commu-
nication, and remote object invocation can all be described. In addition,
the modular description [17] and the standardized model interface ex-
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Fig. 1. DCTPN icon definitions.

tend the modeling capabilities for new systems and the remodeling of
reconfigured systems.

A resource-oriented modeling approach was used in this study. The
aim was to use the same DCTPN model to evaluate different types of
products. The basic DCTPN tool model library is constructed based
on different types of tools. Such a tool model library can be used to
construct the DCTPN model of an entire fab. The DCTPN conflict
resolution and token competition rules are used to construct the dis-
patching system. The DCTPN conflict resolution rules select the avail-
able resources (tools) for the wafer lots. The DCTPN token competition
rules act as the wafer lot dispatching queue for resources (tools). The
DCTPN simulation results can be used to estimate product cycle time
and evaluate fab performance. A simplified 200 mm IC fab with six
functional areas is discussed and demonstrated based on various con-
trol policies.

II. DCTPNS

DCTPNs [11] are a class of high-level PNs, based on the notion
of colored timed Petri nets (CTPN) [10], [12], [13], [16] and of
distributed systems [3]. DCTPN contains new additional elements,
such as COM server, domain pitch and domain-catch places, and
provides an object-based and distributed computing environment
(DCE) [3]. A DCTPN is defined as an eleven-tuple structure,
DCTPN = (Pt; Tt; P0; T0; Pc; Pd; Tm; A; B; F; C), wherePt is
a set of timed places;Tt is a set of timed transitions;P0 is a set of
immediate places;T0 is a set of immediate transitions;Pc is a set
of communication places;Pd is a set of COM server places;Tm is
a set of macro transitions;A is a set of directed arcs;B is a set of
inhibitor arcs;F is a set of interrupt arcs, andC is the color set for
the transitions and places. The DCTPN icon definitions are shown in
Fig. 1. These elements are further described as follows.

1) Place: P = fp1;p2;p3;png is a finite set of places,n � 1 in-
cludes the immediate, timed, COM server, and communication
(catch-up, catch-down, pitch-up, pitch-down, domain-catch, and
domain-pitch) places. An immediate place is used to describe
the status, command, condition, or resource. A timed place [10]
is designed to model the type of resource and the tokens in it be-
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come available after an elapsed time. A pitch-up (pitch-down)
place sends tokens to a corresponding catch-down (catch-up)
place at the higher (lower) level net among the DCTPN nets. The
new additional elements with respect to CTPN [10], [12], [13],
[16] are COM server, domain pitch, and domain-catch places. A
COM-server place is designed for implementation and practical
issues. The simulation usually needs the actual data as the ini-
tial condition and inputs to generate results. The DCTPN model
uses the COM server place to execute remotely the distributed
component object model (DCOM)-based manufacturing execu-
tion system (MES). When a token enters a COM-server place,
the remote DCOM server can be executed once. The attributes of
the new token (color sets) act as the input for the remote DCOM
server. The results of DCOM server execution will be the new
token attributes (color sets). For example, the order release server
can be constructed as a COM-server place for generating new
orders in terms of various order-releasing rules. The order-re-
leasing rule is defined as the entering token attribute. Once such
a token enters the COM-server place, this token becomes un-
available. Consequently, the DCOM-based order release server
is executed. The returned value (i.e., a releasing order with lot
identification (ID), product ID, lot priority, commit due date, and
so on) will update the token attributes. This token then becomes
available.

2) Transition [10], [12], [13], [16]:T = ft1; t2; t3; . . . ; tmg is a
finite set of transitions,m � 1, including immediate, timed, and
macro transitions. Their definitions are the same as the CTPN
transitions [10], [12], [13], [16]. An immediate transition is used
to model an event such as a control decision, and the timed tran-
sition is used to model a step of the process that requires some
time to be completed. It handles only one token at each firing
time. A macro transition is designed for the net refinement that
is composed of transitions, places, and arcs. The interconnection
between the macro transition and the refined net are established
by communication places.

3) Attribute-based color sets[10], [12], [13]:C(p) andC(t) rep-
resent the color sets for places inP and transitions inT , respec-
tively. The attribute-based color sets are used to identify tokens
in a system. In this manner, various lots and tools can be prop-
erly described and distinguished. Note that the token ID and the
time stamp are basic attributes of the color sets. The time stamp
will be updated when the state is changed.

4) Input, output, inhibitor, and interrupt functions [10], [12],
[13]:
I(p; t)(a; b) : C(p)� C(t)! V (N) is an input function. It

describes the enabling condition of transitiont of color b with
respect to the placep of color a, whereV (N) is a nonnegative
integer function. It indicates the arc cardinality in DCTPN. The
V (N) value can be either a fixed value or variable value that
refers to the token color sets.

Similarly,O(p; t)(a; b) : C(p)�C(t)! V (N) is an output
function. It defines the token release rules when a transitiont

completes firing. In DCTPN, five types of output functions are
defined to assign the attribute value of the released tokens. They
are: 1) the same attribute value with the current transition opera-
tion; 2) the same attribute value with the next operation according
to the product route (it is also an attribute value) of the transition;
3) the other attribute value with current transition operation; 4)
a user-defined value; and 5) the transition name. These releasing
functions fit the fab operations.
Inh(p; t)(a; b) : C(p)� C(t)! V (N) is an inhibitor func-

tion, and the transitiont must be an immediate or timed transi-
tion. The place connected with an inhibitor arc is called an in-

hibitor place. When an inhibitor place contains a number of to-
kens of the same token color sets of an output transition, and is
greater than or equal to the number of arcs going to the transi-
tion, the output transition is disabled and cannot be fired.
Int(p; t)(a; b) : C(p)� C(t)! V (N) is an interrupt func-

tion, and the transitiont must be a timed transition. The place
connected with an interrupt arc is called an interrupt place. When
an interrupt place contains a number of tokens of the same token
color sets of an output transition, and is greater than or equal to
the number of arcs going to the transition, the firing of the output
(timed) transition is interrupted immediately.

5) DCTPN Color Markings : �(p) : C(p) ! N ; 8p 2 P is a
(n�1) vector. Each element is denoted as�(pi), and it is defined
as follows:
�(pi) = ui

h=1
nihaih, wherenih equals�(pi)(aih) the

number of tokens with colorsaih in placepi at this instant;ui
is the total number of colors in placepi; and�0(p) is the initial
marking.

6) Time function [10], [12], [13]: It is simply the time attribute for
the timed places and timed transitions. For the timed transition,
f(t(bjk)) is defined as the elapsed time for the timed transition
t associated with colorbjk to complete the firing. For the timed
place,f(p(aih)) is defined as the elapsed time for the tokens
staying in the timed placep associated with coloraih. There-
fore, the elapsed times for the timed transition firing and the to-
kens staying in the timed place depend on the attribute-based
color sets. For example, the processing time may depend on
the product type and its current operation stage. In this case,
such a process can be modeled as a timed transition, and the
product type and operation stage form the attribute-based color
sets. Therefore, the elapsed time for the timed transition firing
is determined by their attribute-based color sets. Note that the
stochastic time can also be applied to the attribute-based time
function to overcome more model uncertainties.

7) DCTPN enabling and firing, reachability, safeness and
boundedness, liveness and deadlock: These properties are the
same as the definitions of CTPN (see [10], [12], [13], and [16]
for details).

Hence, DCTPN is suitable to model the IC foundry fab. The compar-
isons between DCTPN and the standard PN models (including CTPNs)
are illustrated as follows.

1) The color sets in DCTPN are different from color PNs. In
DCTPN, the color set is a set of manufacturing attributes. In
a fab model, they may be the lot ID, lot priority, product type,
and so on. Hence, elements in DCTPN are actually related
to the physical entities. Based on the attribute-based color
sets, production control can be implemented in a precise way.
Consequently, the time function is defined according to the color
sets. This is a useful feature of our resource-oriented modeling
approach that cannot be easily obtained using standard colored
PN models.

2) DCTPN is designed for resource-oriented modeling, and it is in-
dependent of product routes. Therefore, the same DCTPN model
can be used to evaluate different types of products. This cannot
be easily done using standard PN models.

3) The DCTPN resolution rules are developed to solve the com-
petition and conflict problems when enabling and firing. In this
manner, DCTPN can be used to construct the production control
system in terms of applying these resolution rules. This cannot
be easily done using standard PN models.

4) Using standard PN models, it is hard to link the initial marking
with the physical manufacturing data (e.g., fab MES database).
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Fig. 2. Different types of tools in the fab.

In DCTPN, the COM-server place defines a set of interfaces to
connect with the DCOM-based MES server. Hence, the DCTPN
model can use the actual manufacturing data to simulate the
system.

III. M ODELING A CONTROLLED IC FAB USING DCTPN

When modeling a controlled IC fab, the physical manufacturing
components must be mapped to the DCTPN elements. They are
summarized as follows. An immediate place is used to model the
manufacturing condition, status, command, or shopfloor buffer. A
timed place is used to model the conveyor, and the boundedness of
the timed place is the maximum number of workpieces on a conveyor
simultaneously. A COM server place is used to model the MES server.
The communication places provide the messages passed among the
models; an immediate transition is used to model an event or decision.
A timed transition is used to model the resource operation that requires
an elapsed time, and a macro transition is used to model a tool, a tool
group, or an area. The relationships between the places and transitions
are established via three types of arcs.

The production control in the IC fab model is achieved by applying
the conflict transitions and competitive token resolution rules [11].
Since DCTPN is designed for modeling a modern manufacturing
system, the resolution rules are developed based on manufacturing
characteristics. The rules for resolving the conflict transitions are
developed based on the following properties: 1) firing count for
conflict transitions; 2) firing time for conflict transitions; 3) queue
length (note that the queue length of a transition is calculated from
the number of tokens in a “queue length referred” input place for this
transition) for conflict transitions; 4) priority of conflict transitions;
and 5) matching the transition name and the token color set.

In addition, the token competition rules [11] are used to assign the
releasing priorities for the tokens in a place. The rules for resolving
token competition problems are developed based on the following
token properties: 1) first-come, first-served (FCFS); 2) priority; 3)
last-come first-served (LCFS); 4) earliest commit due date (EDD)
attributes; 5) next processing time attributes; 6) weighted total
processing time attributes; 7) remaining processing time attributes; 8)
remaining operation count attributes; and 9) releasing time attributes.

To hierarchically construct a fab model, the commonly used basic
tool models are constructed to form a tool model library. The behaviors
of the tools can be characterized as the port and the process configu-
rations. A port is a mechanical interface that transports wafers into a
tool. Fig. 2 shows the operations of six types of tools. Fig. 2(a) shows
three single-wafer process tools with different port configurations. The
“common port configuration” indicates that the lot enters and exits the
tool via the same port. The “input/output port configuration” indicates
that the lot enters the tool via an input port and exits the tool via an
output port. In addition, the operation for the “single lot/wafer process”
indicates that the tool processes only a single lot or wafer. The material
flows for these types of port configurations are assigned by the arrows
indicated in Fig. 2(a). Fig. 2(b) shows a parallel process tool config-
uration, and the processes in it operate in parallel. Fig. 2(c) shows a
sequential process tool configuration, and the processes in it operate in
sequence. Fig. 2(d) shows a grouping process tool configuration, and
the processes in it operate in terms of a specified route. The vacuum
robot is used to transport wafers among chambers. Note that the port
configurations in Figs. 2(b)-(d) are similar to the port configuration in
Fig. 2(a).

A DCTPN tool model of the “route determines the single-wafer
process tool with two common ports” is illustrated in Fig. 3. This
tool has three process chambers. In this model, the physical meanings
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Fig. 3. DCTPN model of a route-determined single-wafer process tool with two common ports.

of the places and transitions are indicated as the caption beside the
corresponding elements. In addition, the model for the control system
is also illustrated. The wafer lot dispatching can be implemented by
applying the “competitive tokens resolution rules” to T_04, T_09,
T_10, T_11, and T_12. For example, if T_12 uses the FCFS rule, then
the tokens in P_14 (denoted as the wafers waiting for robot transfer)
are released (i.e., dispatched physically) in terms of their entrance
sequence. Similarly, if T_12 uses the “shortest processing time” rule,
then the tokens in P_14 are released in terms of the shortest next
operation times for the waiting wafers. Therefore, the rules for T_04,
T_09, T_10, T_11, and T_12 transitions can be adjusted to fit the
practical control policies.

The conflict condition may occur at P_03, P_07, P_15, and P_16
places. The production mechanism for this tool can be designed by ap-
plying the “conflict transition resolution rules” to these places. For ex-
ample, if P_07 uses the “reference transition name” rule, then the only
transition that can be fired is selected from the enabled transitions for
T_05, T_06, T_07, and T_08 (denoted as process chamber A, B, C, and
complete operation in this tool, respectively). In this case, each transi-
tion has a specified name. If the “next operation chamber ID” attribute
for the releasing token matches any transition name, then this transition
can be fired. This is important for the route-determined process cham-
bers. In addition, if P_03 uses the “highest conflict transition priority”

rule, then the transition of the highest priority for T_02 and T_03 is
fired when they are both enabled. Note that P_07 is important because
it is an internal buffer. P_07 receives tokens from T_04 with the arc
cardinality (QTY, it is the number of wafer pieces for a pod/lot that is
attached in the color sets of the releasing token) as new entry parts, and
it also receives tokens from T_13, T_14, and T_15 as the tool reentry
parts.

The input function used in T_17 and T_18 enhance the product
model mix capability. T_17 and T_18 transitions are the output
transitions for P_16, and they are essentially in conflict. In this model,
the enabling and firing conditions for T_17 are: 1) P_16 must contain
at leastQTY tokens; 2) P_04 must contain one token; and 3) the
“ lot ID” attribute for the token in P_04 and theQTY tokens in P_16
must all be identical. Therefore, even when two different lots are
mixed in the same tool, the lots can be separated when all processes
are complete according to their original lots. In addition, the initial
marking for this tool model is also indicated as the tokens (marked as
ready for each process chamber) in P_08, P_09, and P_13.

When the basic model library is constructed, the DCTPN system
models can be established from the tool model to the tool group model,
from the tool group model to the area model, and from the area model
to the fab plant model. Fig. 4(a) shows their relationships. They consti-
tute a plant-level DCTPN fab model, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The places
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Fab operations. (a) Operation flows of wafer lots. (b) Plant-level DCTPN model.

TABLE I
DESCRIPTIONS OFPLACES AND TRANSITIONS IN FIG. 4(b)

and transitions in Fig. 4(b) are further described in Table I. Such a re-
source-oriented modeling approach is clear and reconfigurable [14].
However, such a DCTPN fab model with detailed production dynamics
description is impossible to do using the standard PN.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A simplified fab model was constructed and analyzed using DCTPN.
Six functional areas, 47 tools, and 19 tool groups are used. In order to
examine the product-mix DCTPN model, six major product models
with various routes are evaluated. Each product route contains more
than 150 operations (tool groups). In this simulation model, 60 lots with
six mixed product models are simulated. The production behaviors are
generated using wafer dispatching rules (in terms of competitive tokens

resolution rules) and tool dispatching rules (in terms of conflict transi-
tions resolution rules). The resource-oriented fab DCTPN models are
constructed as shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4(b). The remaining models
are also constructed in the same manner. They are not illustrated in this
paper. Note that all distributed models communicate with one another
through the communication places. These models are constructed using
the DCTPN real-time simulation environment [4], [7], [14]. In practice,
the communication place is developed based on the NTU-NET commu-
nication protocol [15]. NTU-NET supports real-time, priority-control,
and fault-tolerance communication libraries.

Several cases are discussed in this paper. The first case examines
bottleneck elimination using additional new tools in a tool group.
Fig. 5 shows a work-in-progress (WIP) chart for a tool group
$I_TG_2 (a tool group in the IMP area) based on two and four tool
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Fig. 5. Bottleneck elimination by adding new tools to a tool group.

TABLE II
PERFORMANCEEVALUATION USING DIFFERENTCONTROL POLICIES

configurations. Note that the WIP count is measured in terms of the
simulation clock units recorded from 4000 to 6400. At beginning,
this tool group contains only two tools. Apparently, the value of
waiting lots for this tool group is too high, as indicated in Fig. 5.
If two additional tools are added to this tool group and the new
model is resimulated again, the WIP is then reduced, as indicated
in Fig. 5. In addition, the fab throughput is increased from 2.19
(lots/1000 simulation units) to 2.92 (lots/1000 simulation units).

The second case demonstrates production control using the “satis-
fying commit due date of lots” and the “sequential use of redundant
tools” rules. Such a control aims to push the lots with earlier commit
due dates. The third case uses the “selecting highest lot priority” and
the “sequential use of redundant tools” control policies. Such a control
aims to push the lots with higher manufacturing priority. The final case
uses the “FCFS lot” and the “selecting the minimum redundant tool
operation time” control policies. Such a control aims to balance the
utilization of redundant tools. The performance evaluations, including
throughput measures, operation move, average cycle time, total pro-
duction time, and tool utilization for these cases are given in Table II.
Due to high product mixes and flexible routes, the performance evalua-
tion strongly depends on the product combinations. Therefore, DCTPN
actually provides such information to determine the best control poli-
cies when various products are mixed.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed a performance evaluation and cycle time esti-
mation for a controlled IC foundry fab using DCTPN. Since DCTPN
provides attribute-based color sets, color set-based time function, and
arc cardinality, it can model the fab with product mixes and flexible
routes in a precise way. The remote MES invocations and the dis-
tributed model communications consequently extend the DCTPN ca-
pability. An entire fab model is constructed in terms of the DCTPN tool
model library. Such a fab model can be controlled using the “competi-
tive tokens” and the “conflict transitions” resolution rules, and further
evaluated in terms of the DCTPN simulation results. Several cases in-
volving a six-area fab were discussed. The cycle time estimation of
products and performance evaluation of the fab were illustrated.
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